Using ODA Link for Data Integrity Validation

By Brian Freund, Freund Consulting
Editor’s Note: Brian Freund shows us a spectacular method of saving time for your IT group,
while placing power in the hands of those in your user community who have the desire and skills
to use tools such as Microsoft Query or Microsoft Access to develop their own queries against
their JD Edwards® database. Brian gives us some excellent examples of how to use these tools
to develop data integrity queries in the manufacturing arena.

Data accuracy is critical to the success of a company’s information system. The question is how
to monitor the accuracy of your static data. While there are several standard JD Edwards®
integrity reports, they do not account for all the unique situations at a company. Asking IT to
develop reports can overburden already resource strapped IT departments. Companies need a
way for business users to quickly develop a base of standard queries along with ad hoc queries.
JD Edwards provides a solution to this problem using interoperability.
Interoperability is most often used to allow disparate software applications to work together.
However, interoperability can also be used for data management purposes. Interoperability allows
you to use Windows Query and Reporting tools, such as Microsoft Query or Microsoft Access, to
access the JD Edwards OneWorld® database. Using Microsoft Access you can link to JD
Edwards’ tables and develop queries for data validation, extract data, and load Z-file
spreadsheets to import changes into JD Edwards.
The JD Edwards OneWorld Open Data Access ODBC driver (ODA) is a version 2.5 (Version 2.5
applies to the ODBC Driver standard) or higher compliant, read-only driver. ODA can be used by
front-end Windows Query and Reporting tools, such as Microsoft Query or Microsoft Access, to
access the JD Edwards OneWorld database. ODA sits between the front-end Query/Reporting
tools and the OneWorld-configured ODBC drivers.
The advantage of using JD Edwards OneWorld ODA ODBC driver over other ODBC drivers is
that ODA applies rules to present the data in the correct format. These rules include Decimal
Shifting, Julian Date, Currency, Security, and user-defined codes. In some instances, ODA
modifies the SQL SELECT statement, as well as the data, so that it appears correctly within the
selected tool.
To use the JD Edwards OneWorld Open Data Access Driver, you must meet several hardware
and software requirements.
Hardware Requirements:
• An IBM-compatible personal computer
• A hard disk with 6 MB of free disk space
• At least 16 MB of random access memory (RAM)
Software Requirements:
• JD Edwards OneWorld version B732 or later. You must use a fat client connection
• The JD Edwards OneWorld Open Data Access driver (JDEOWODA.dll)
• The 32-bit ODBC Driver Manager, version 3.0 or later (ODBC32.dll). Note that this file is
included with the ODBC Database Drivers
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•

Microsoft Windows 95 or later, or Windows NT 4.0 or later

Once you have determined you have the appropriate hardware and software, you are ready to
define your ODA link. The first step is to open your control panel and select the ODBC manager
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 - Control Panel Listing
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